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U TA S C O M PA N Y
UTAS is a Turkish company specializing in firearms design,
engineering and OEM manufacturing. Arguably, UTAS is one of
the top sporting firearms design companies with their designs
being voted “Gun of the Year” by the NRA’s American Rifleman
Magazine in 2006 and again in 2007. Although UTAS
continues to win awards for beautiful designs,
the heart of the company is innovation.
Innovative mechanical design, innovative
manufacturing processes and innovative
materials used in firearms production,
define UTAS and set the company apart
from other’s in the firearms industry. Along
with numerous patented design innovations,
the new UTS-15 military and police combat shotgun
recently developed by UTAS will be the first shotgun every
produced with a receiver produced 100% from polymer. In fact
over 80% of the gun is fabricated from fiber reinforced injection
molded polymer. Of course using new lightweight materials in
firearms has to be backed up with solid engineering and that’s
exactly what UTAS does.

In the UTAS design studio the firearms design team works
with a 3-D CAD / CAM computer engineering program to
bring a firearms concept to virtual reality. Once individual
parts have been fully conceptualized within the computer
program, UTAS engineers evaluate the part and
recommend the manufacturing process
and material. Consequently, all firearms
are developed in a team approach that
integrates design, engineering and
manufacturing to produce the best
gun for its intended use. Born from this
team approach to manufacturing, the
UTS-15 is a unique pump-action shotgun
of only 28.3” overall length for quick pointing
functionality in the woods or for protection at home,
and with a 15 round capacity and dual selectable magazines
provides the opportunity to instantly pick the load to best fit
the situation. A optional built-in LED spotlight and laser nightsight provides point-and-shot capability, while fiber reinforced
polymer construction ensures the UTS-15 will keep working no
matter how rough the situation. Whether in the field or in the
home there’s nothing faster than the UTS-15.
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UTS15

The UTS-15 features a positive bolt lock that locks the
action closed when the locking lugs are fully engaged. The
bolt release button is located under the rear of the stock
well away from the trigger for added safety when unloading
a live round from the chamber.

UTS15

The UTS-15 will fire any 2 ½”, 2 ¾” or 3” 12
gauge shell on the market with complete
reliability and safety. No adjustments are
necessary, just load and shoot

Dual loading port doors and retractable magazine followers
allow for super fast reloading without the hassle and
awkwardness associated with other pump shotguns.
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The UTS-15’s patented dual, selectable magazine system feeds shells alternately
from each magazine tube when the selector is in the center position. Shells can be
feed from individual magazines by moving the selector to the left or right position.
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The shell loading carriage is spring operated to provide instant and positive shell
feeding every time no matter how fast or slow the action is pumped or in what
position the gun is held; left side, right side or even upside down the UTS-15 loads
lightning fast every time.
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The optional internally mounted spotlight / laser
night sight’s push button is conveniently and quickly
activated with the shooter moving only their trigger
finger.

Pump action

The UTS-15
Pump Action Shotgun
The pump action shotgun has been prized
by the military, police and hunters for
it’s uncompromising dependability and
ruggedness. First perfected in the John Browning
designed 1897 Winchester, the pump gun saw
service in WWI with the addition of a heat deflector
and bayonet lug, but little else differentiated it from the
old pump-gun favored by American wing shooters.

In fact, all pump action shotguns used by military and police
have been hunting guns modified with extended magazine
tubes and modified stocks, until today. The UTS-15
was designed from the ground up as the ultimate
combat shotgun, which in turn made it the
quickest handling big game shotgun every
devised. With a short stroke, butter smooth
action, three lug rotary locking bolt, 15 round
magazine capacity in a package of only 28.3”
in length, no other pump-action shotgun
can compare to the ruggedness, strength
and versatility of the UTS-15. With a full
length picatinny rail a wide variety of sights
can be easily mounted, from combat iron
sights to a deer hunting scope. The optional
built-in spotlight / laser night sight provides
point and shoot capability with the push of a
button. Whether the hunting field or the field
of combat there is a UTS-15 built for the purpose;
accept no substitute.
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UTS-15 Hunting
The UTS-15 12 ga. Pump-action shotgun is designed for fast action big game shotgun hunting
where shot placement is critical. Equipped with a windage adjustable flip up ghost ring peep
or big game V rear sight and elevation adjustable front sight, the UTS-15 hunting gun can be
sighted-in for any hunting situation. Whether it’s a deer slug at 100 yards or a turkey load at 30
yards the UTS-15 sighting system can be fine tuned to put your shot on target every time.
Coupled with this fully adjustable sighting system is the added advantage of two magazine
tubes. With the selector switch in the center position shells feed alternately, but with the flick of
the switch either magazine can be selected allowing for two different loads instantly available for
a changing hunting situation, such as buck shot or slug when boar hunting. But fully adjustable
sights and dual magazine selection aren’t the only advantages to the UTS-15 hunting gun.
Specifically designed for night predator hunting* there’s an optional push button operated
high intensity spotlight and laser sight that installs inside the UTS-15 just under the barrel. This
ultimate point and shoot night sight is activated by a single push button just over the trigger
allowing the hunter to be on the game when the light comes on.
Lightweight, versatile, quick pointing and loaded with features, there’s no other big game
shotgun that even compares to the UTS-15
*Check your local game laws on the legality of night hunting with an artificial light.
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The UTS-15 tactical shotgun is a 12 ga. pump action shotgun with two
7-round alternately feeding or selectable magazine tubes. The UTS-15 has a
28.3” overall length with a 18.5” barrel, chambered for 2 ½”, 2 ¾” or 3” magnum
ammunition. Constructed primarily of fiber reinforced injection molded
polymer the UTS-15 weight only 6.9 lbs, for quick pointing and easy handling.
The top mounted picatinny rail allows for the mounting of a wide variety of
both iron and optical sights, which coupled with Beretta style barrel threading
for choke tubes allows the UTS-15 to adapt to any situation (sights and choke
tube pictured not included).
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UTS-15 Marine
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The UTS-15 Marine has a digitized camo pattern which
incorporates a specially formulated marine blue base coat over
which the black and gray non-glare digital camouflage pattern
is applied. The springs used in the UTS-15 Marine have a special
corrosion resistant coating and all exposed metal parts sport
satin nickel plating to be impervious to saltwater. All other metal
parts, such as the barrel are black chromed or similarly treated
to hold up to use at sea with a minimum of maintenance. The
UTS-15 was designed to meet the demands of OBS24, one of
the Worlds leading security companies providing security on
board commercial vessels passing through the pirate infested
waters off Somalia.
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UTS-15 Desert
Based on the popular digitized camo pattern used by
both American and NATO forces the UTS-15 Desert Camo
incorporates a specially formulated desert sand base coat over
which the non-glare digital camouflage pattern is applied. The
UTS-15 Desert Camo has become increasingly popular with
varmint hunters in America’s Southwest and other arid regions
Worldwide. Also available in solid desert color polymer as
shown.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

• Pump-action 12-gauge shotgun chambered for 2 ½”, 2 ¾” & 3” magnum ammunition.
• Dual 7-round magazines with automatic alternating or selectable feed, snap open loading ports and cartridge counter magazine followers.*
• Integrated top mounted picatinny rail for iron sights or optics.
• Windage adjustable rear sight with flip up large aperture peep or big game V. Elevation adjustable front sight.*
• Technical polymer receiver with integrated spring loaded shell feding device and quick removable fire control housing containing the hammer, sear and disconnector.
• Spring assisted pin ejector.
• Fiber reinforced flip up stock / shell funnel.
• Fiber reinforced butt plate with 1”, 8 durometer (A scale) energy absorbing recoil pad.
• 4140 steel bolt body, precision machined and heat treated 4140 steel rotary bolt heat with three locking lugs.
• Precision machined and heat treated 4140 barrel extension with three locking lug mortises. *
• Precision machined 4140 steel barrel with muzzle threaded to accept Beretta style chokes.
• Precision machined 4140 steel flash suppressor with strike bezel and full length knurling. *
• Internally mounted point-and-shoot high intensity lens focused LED spotlight and full adjustable laser sight, push button operated. *
• Forward, rear and mid-point quick detachable sling swivel mointing points. Mil Spec quick detachable swivels. *
• Matt black non-glare textured finish on all polymer parts.
• Matt black chrome or black oxide on all steel parts.
• Matt black non-glare anodizing on all aluminum parts.
• Overall length 28.3”.
• Weight 6.9 lbs.
• No tools required field stripping in 45 seconds.
*Sights, breeching choke, laser / spotlight are not included on the Standard UTS-15; available as an accessory for an additional charge.
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UTAŞ MAKİNE İTH. İHR. SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Head Office : Çağlayan Mah. 2001 Sok. Uğur Apt. No:11/1 (07230) Antalya-Turkey
Phone: +90 242 323 3737 Fax: +90 242 323 6676
E-mail: info@utasarms.com
Factory : Hamidiye Mah. 66 Sok. No:4 [42700] Beyşehir-Konya-Turkey
Phone: +90 332 511 0454 Fax: +90 332 512 6113
www.utasarms.com

UTAS-USA : 1247 Rand Road, Des Plaines, IL 60016, U.S.A.
Phone: +1 847 768-1011 Fax: +1 847 768-1001
E-mail: info@utas-usa.com
www.utas-usa.com

